BUNES GROSE ILLUSTRATED LEG- 
THER ON HER WORK

In France with Disfigured
Soldiers—Address
Impressive

Spokes in Chapel Next Morning

The third and final George Colby Chase lecture of the college season was the second of the most interesting and
pleasing lectures of the year. Mrs. Anna.
Aldrich Ladd of the American Field, who
(Continued on Page Two)

B BEVENEE AT 3-MILE FINISH

BUKER NOSED OUT BY HIGGINS

In Thrilling 2 Mile Race 
AT INTERCOLLEGATES

GARNET RUNNER BEATEN AT TAPE BY INCHES
FIELD TOO FAST FOR SARGENT—LUCIE
FAILS TO GET IN FINALS

THE MEET AS SEEN BY AN EYE-WITNESS

In one of the general two mile races ever staged, Bucker was defeated by a margin of six inches. Higgins of
Bates in the last ten yards down the home stretch overtook the lead of Bucker; a few feet from the line the
runners were tied; an additional sprint out to the line a winner by a few inches. The final racing paper had this to
say: "Bucker was beaten, but not falsified, for the honest race was among the first to congratulate his conqueror.
Yes, Bucker was the last in but thirty odd hardy Bates men who just entered Cambridge as competitors, but they
didn't expect their trip to be the least, for the
 Runner champion was his own. Bucker picked up his second place at the
The second was never behind this point and at times led. As he came around the last quarter he jumped into the lead
and about 200 yards from the tape started his sprint. Higgins, the finisher
his runner, who had kept well in the front throughout the grueling test, had
a little spirit of his own at all runs.景色
Bucker, followed by Higgins, dashed to the front of the race. The two runners crossed the finish line
with just a few inches between them. The two runners turned with much
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TEAM TO MEET OXFORD BEING CHOSEN
FROM SQUAD OF 13 MEN

As a result of the preliminary trials held last Saturday afternoon, eight men were chosen to participate, together with
the five members of the twenty squad, in the final trials held yesterday and today. Judging from the showing made
at this time, the faculty committee on selecting will pick the three men, and an
alternate, who will meet (in September
The men competing are as follows: Arthur W. Pellonier, Dorville Richard
Bates, Chairman; Leonard, chairman; Chamberlain; Squash Club; Harry
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One of the golden opportunities that every college man is to attend the international conference which is held each year at Silver Bay on Lake George, New York. It is a chance to meet men from all the other colleges of New England and a group of men that could be found in any gathering of any nature. The men who represent their colleges at Silver Bay are the leaders in activity and thought of their institutions. The problem of the week was to make an invitation to a week or six weeks of real recreation, with the best advantages for the purpose. Each afternoon during the conference is turned over to some form of sport. Each week before the issue in which the change is to occur.

The cartoonist has conceived the results of the Washington conference as a nourishing vine, rising high from the earth; while he has found the finding of too much snow in the Ravine as follows by an Italian official reported in the Literary Digest:

Hikers Climb Washington (Continued from Page One)

The amazing success of the Arms Conference, sponsored and inspired by America, and the evident failure of the Genoa Conference, at which the United States did not lend its counsels, emphasizes the fact that the voice and backing of America is essential to the progress of the world on a sound basis.
"NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH" MAKES HIT
(Continued from Page One)

BATES NOSED OUT BY HIGGINS
(Continued from Page One)

BATES TAKES BASEBALL GAME
(Continued from Page One)
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FOR GOOD CLOTHES AND
MISCELLANY

WHEELER CLOTHING CO.

COR. MAIN AND MIDDLE STS.,
Special Subscription to
College Students

WORK WELL DONE
Grade of Work and Price Satisfactory

LEWISTON SHOE HOSPITAL

We solicit your patronage and
your prompt service.

J. W. MITCHELL, Agent,
28 Williams Hall

FOGG'S LEATHER STORE

Headquarters for Baggage

LEWISTON, ME
123 MAIN ST.,
Tubber's High Grade Snow Shoes

FOGG'S LEATHER STORE

HIGH CLASS PHOTOGRAPHY

265 Lisbon St., Lewiston, Me.

THE MATHS STUDENT, FRIDAY, JUNE 2, 1922

Send for catalogue, describing over 400 courses in History, English,
Philosophy, Sociology, etc., given
by correspondence.

Inquire how

BOWDON TAKES

Send for catalogue, describing over 400 courses in History, English,
Philosophy, Sociology, etc., given by correspondence.

Inquire how

SOCIENITY ENTER-
TAINS MRS. LADD

The Societry Senior entertained Mrs.
Ladd at an informal reception in
Friday afternoon at Band Hall reception
room. Many of the ladies of the Prss.
was there, and the number who
were all charmed by her pleasing per-
sonality.

Tax was posted by Mrs. Hartshorn and
Miss Benedict assisted by the members of
Miss Benedict.

THE MEET AS SEEN BY AN EYE-WITNESS

Those much-beloved ivy-covered groves
of the Harvard Stadium board looked down on several breathtaking or
thrilling finish throughout their year,
but it is doubtful if they have ever gazed
upon a more gaudy and equally
crushed outing as that staged last fall
by our own Big Boy Baker and Walter
Higgins of Bates College, and the
hundreds of fans that had observed
the tape and veteran by inches the furtiue
year no doubt, but the highest praise
and congratulation for the fight that
he made.

At the trials, Friday afternoon, Leroy
Lenz competed in the distance throw. He
triumphed very good throw but the
competition was very keen and he gave
his best to be unequal to qualify.

The mile woman entered the
leading, the large field that was entered
covered the first lap but then a second
spurt was running about half a mile
behind and the last girl was running
half a mile and a second girl
and one who was not to be deceived by
even Flolkirk's second place.

As "Bishop Doran" may have been un-
done - Hob" tell a lie, the

Two much credit cannot be given to
Hill's right-hand man and trainer
in the production. There was not a hitch
from start to finish, the "business" was
bright and well run, and the
performances of nervousness, and the entire play was an
example of how

The setting and east of the play are

as follows:

Scene: The present.

Act One

Streets. The present.

Act One

Mrs. Ralston (Owen)

Susan Brown

Mr. Christmas

Leroy Lenz

George Martin

Mr. Ralston's Summer Home

Act Two

L---M--T-----N

Act Three

L---M--T-----N

Miss Christmas

Carl P. Rounds

Bishop Doran

David Thompson.

Carl Penney as Kit-hard Donnelly tried

the dashes, and the latter in the shotput

winners. The former was victorious in

Gwendolyn Ralston (Owen)

Act Two

Mr. Ralston's Summer Home

An One

Act Three

Mr. Ralston's Summer Home

On the field, the Bradley man played in hard luck. He pulled

a score of 40% points Princeton draw

off us if by professionals.

The committee in charge was Miss

Mabel Alice Blonin, '23

Carl P. Rounds. '22

Richard Donnelly (Dick)

When the best little college two miles

run was approached the junior was

hurt and his friends, had a hard time to

a thrilling finish throughout their yours,

"Ethel Clark" was the cause of much of

The Moore never balks or "diverse"; it writes at first

stroke with no coaching.

Lighten Your College Work with a Moore!

Non-leakable and self-filling, $2.50 up. At college book-

stores, stationers', druggists', jewelers.

THE MORE PEN CO

Boston, Mass.
GARNET LOSES

TENNIS MEET

TO WESLEYAN

Garnet completed her tennis schedule last Monday evening in a dual engagement with the Fairbirds of Wesleyan in the final of the two inter-collegiate matches on the Bad Ball court. Wesleyan took every one of the 6 matches. "Garnet," Sobieski, now having lost the only two matches to a set, "Walter." Sobieski took Garnet's arm to a school dance, who was away with the Owling Club, and put up a good game. The Garnet team had a rather disheartening evening, losing all their matches, but having good material for next year, as eight of the only was to graduate. Summarized:

Hillis, def. defeated Fairbirds, Bates, 6-7.
Ireland, won, defeated Stanley, Bates, 6-7.
Harris, def. defeated Ireland, Bates, 6-7.
Schwier, won, defeated Roberts, Bates, 6-0, 6-7, 6-4.
Oakley, Harris and Hillis def. defeated Ireland and Fairbirds, Bates, 6-1, 6-7.
Schwier, Ireland, and Lee defeated Roberts and Stanley, 6-1, 6-4.

RAND HALL DANCE

The annual "trip" of the student body was scheduled for this Monday evening when an informal dancing party was held on the Rand Hall gymnasium floor. "tricked bees" in the face of a faculty holiday Monday. Both on and off scenes enjoyed the good time, and when the party broke up at 11 which many a heart saw many more lights through hours. and mules had likewise and several have no room for the night's esquivale.

BATES FALLS INTO CELLAR SATURDAY

By Losing to Colby 6-3 in the opening game of the season on hand to a
to win a set. "Walter." Sobieski took Garnet's arm to a
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